ABSTRACT Heterogeneous information networks (e.g. cloud service relation networks and social networks), where multiple-typed objects are interconnected, can be structured by big graphs. A major challenge for clustering in such big graphs is the complex structures that can generate different results, carrying many diverse semantic meanings. In order to generate desired clustering, we propose a parallel clustering method for the heterogeneous information net-works on an efficient graph computation system (Spark). We use a multi-relation and path-based method to create similarity matrices, and implement our method based on graph computation model. It is inefficient to directly use existing data-parallel tools (e.g. Hadoop) for graph computation tasks, and some graph-parallel tools (e.g. Pregel) do not effectively address the challenges of graph construction and transformation. Therefore, we implemented our parallel method on the Spark system. The experiment results of clustering show our method is more accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the world's densely populated areas have entered the era of cloud computing and the domestic communication industry is about to enter the 5G era. People need to access the network anytime, anywhere, using various convenient cloud services. We established a cloud service community to provide rich in-site cloud services, thereby attracting service providers to release more services and finally promoting their services to fixed and mobile users. The number of service developers and users are increasing dramatically. Therefore we built a web site to help them find each other. Furthermore, we study the web site data and test our various methods on it. Other researchers are also welcome to test their methods in the web site. Our web site is indexed and analyzed by a search engine Baidu. Total page views so far are 16632, and user locations are shown in Fig.1 according to Baidu's statistics.
According to these statistics, we want to mine interesting service information. Link-based clustering methods are able to discover hidden knowledge in big data. Contrast
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shuiguang Deng. to other algorithms [1] , link-based clustering methods use links instead of object attributes to classify objects when the attributes are missing. Most link-based clustering methods are used in homogeneous networks where only one type of links exists. However, some networks are heterogeneous, which have multiple types of objects and multiple types of links. Any two objects can be linked via different types of paths. When clustering on diverse paths, different results will be generated.
A heterogeneous information network is shown in Fig. 2 , which contains four types of objects: developers (D), Followers (F), APIs (A) and Mashups (M), and four types of links. Links exist between developers and APIs by the relations of ''develop'' and ''developed by'', between APIs and Mashups by ''integrate'' and ''integrated by'', between developers and Mashups by ''develop'' and ''developed by'', between followers and Mashups by ''invoke'' and ''invoked by'', and between followers and APIs by ''invoke'' and ''invoked by''.
In Fig.2 , APIs (third layer) are indirectly connected via different paths. A − D − A denotes a relation between APIs via developers (fourth layer), whereas A − F − A shows a relation between APIs via followers (first layer) and A − M -A shows a relation of Mashups (second layer). Different paths generate different connection graphs. For example, APIs can be connected via developers and form two clusters; APIs can be connected via followers and form two different clusters; APIs can be connected via a mashup developed cooperatively by different developers, and construct two different clusters. Whereas in Fig.3 , a connection graph combining the three paths may generate 3 clusters.
The three clusters carry diverse semantics, and thus users should choose their desired path. It is easier for domain experts to specify one path or multiple weighted paths.
Mashup Web sites (e.g., ProgrammableWeb [2] ) can help users classify APIs into different categories.
In a heterogeneous information network, we use varying path and domain knowledge to cluster varying types of objects, where the domain knowledge is used to assign weights of varying paths.
To cluster APIs (nodes) into 2 clusters in Fig.3 , weights 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 are assigned to the three paths:
The combination of the paths is shown in Fig.3 . For a clustering task, we assign the weight of each path, which should be consistent with the clustering results implied by the domain knowledge, and then output the clustering result.
We propose a clustering method for varying types of objects. An efficient distributed graph-parallel algorithm is developed. We summarize contributions as follows.
• A novel multiple label propagation model is proposed to cluster overlapping community in a heterogeneous real-world service network we built.
• We propose a parallel computing algorithm based on the multiple label propagation model. The parallel computing algorithm (GMPLA, Graph-based Multiple Label Propagation Algorithm) is implemented by graph computing (Spark), where the graph node relations are constructed by different paths.
II. RELATED WORK
Different types of relationships have different semantic meanings in determining the similarity between target objects. Clustering on the homogenous network have been studied for long. A heuristic density-based approach for community detection is proposed [1] , but it highly depends on the distance function. Arab and Afsharchi [3] proposed a bottom up community detection method which starts with fine-grained communities (the condition is too strict in common cases). Merging preliminary small communities is done in a hybrid way to maximize two quality functions: modularity and NMI. Papadakis et al. [4] proposed an unsupervised distributed algorithm that finds the entire community structure of a network, on the basis of local interactions between neighboring nodes. The proposed approach is based on the use of Vivaldi synthetic network coordinates. Wang et al. [5] developed an algorithm to extract a hierarchy of overlapping communities, which can zoom into a network at multiple different resolutions and determine which communities reflect a targeted behavior. However, time complexity is too high for big data. Qi et al. [6] proposed an algorithm for community selection. Based on the Max-Flow Min-Cut theorem, the algorithm can output an optimal set of local communities automatically. However, the algorithm is hardly implemented in parallel style. Dinh and Thai [7] proposed polynomial-time approximation algorithms for the modularity maximization problem together with their theoretical justifications in the context of scale-free networks. This work did not discuss heterogenous Web service data.
Clustering on the heterogenous network also have been studied. We introduced several clustering methods on the heterogenous networks. Exploring the heterogenous digital footprints of LBSN (location-based social networks) users in the cyber-physical space, Wang et al. [8] proposed an edge-centric co-clustering framework to discover overlapping communities. Zhou and Liu [9] presented a social influence based clustering framework for analyzing heterogeneous information networks with three unique features. Kuo et al. [10] predicted the opinion holder in a heterogeneous social network without any labeled data. This question can be generalized to a link prediction with aggregative statistics problem. They devised an unsupervised framework to solve this problem, and evaluated the method using four datasets: preference (Foursquare), repost (Twitter), response (Plurk), and citation (DBLP). Tang et al. [11] showed that representative community detection methods for singledimensional networks can be presented in a unified view. Comar et al. [12] considered the problem of multi-task learning on heterogeneous network data. They presented a framework that enables one to perform classification on one network and community detection in another related network. Angelova et al. [13] modeled the mutual influence of nodes as a random walk in which the random surfer aims at distributing class labels to nodes while walking through the graph. The methods of papers solving the problem of heterogenous network are not suitable for the large-scale parallel environment.
Recently researchers proposed several extended label propagation algorithms. Lin et al. [14] proposed a community detection method based on the label propagation algorithm with community kernel. They assigned a corresponding weight to each node according to node importance in the whole network and update node labels in sequence based on weight. Liu and Murata [15] analyzed a modularityspecialized label propagation algorithm (LPAm) for detecting network communities. To escape local maxima, they used a multistep greedy agglomerative algorithm (MSG) that can merge multiple pairs of communities at a time. Combining LPAm and MSG, they proposed a modularity-specialized label propagation algorithm (LPAm+). The extended label propagation algorithms have good prospects for solving large-scale data, but the convergence condition is hard to determine.
Clustering based on parallel algorithms have been prosed recently. Gregori et al. [16] presented a parallel k-clique community detection method The method has an unbounded, user-configurable, and input-independent maximum degree of parallelism, and hence is able to make full use of computational resources. Bu et al. [17] proposed a fast parallel modularity optimization algorithm. To deal with large graphs with millions of vertices and edges, Prat et al. [18] proposed a disjoint community detection algorithm called Scalable Community Detection (SCD). By combining different strategies, SCD partitions the graph by maximizing the Weighted Community Clustering, which is based on triangle analysis. Lu et al. [19] presented parallelization heuristics for fast community detection using the Louvain method as the serial template. The Louvain method is an iterative heuristic for modularity optimization. Compared to the serial Louvain implementation, the parallel implementation is able to produce community outputs with a higher modularity for most of the inputs tested. Shi et al. [20] presented a community-detection solution for massive-scale social networks using MapReduce. They proposed a set of degree-based preprocessing and postprocessing techniques that improve both the community-detection accuracy and performance. Most parallel algorithms are complex, inefficient, and hard to implement, while parallel LP algorithm is a good choice.
Cluster ensemble [21] is a method that composes clustering results of different methods. Given different partitions of objects, cluster ensemble methods can find a mean partition. Nevertheless, the clusters representing different purposes of clustering tasks may conflict with each other, and undesired by users.
Instead composing clustering results at output, our method compose related objects during the formation of clusters. Our work differs from traditional semi-supervised feature selection, which focus on vector space features. Our method provides a source of features (i.e. path), instead of a concrete feature. In addition, we show that good solution cannot be obtained by simple combinations of features from different sources.
III. PARALLEL MULTIPLE LABEL PROPAGATION ALGORITHM BASED ON GRAPH COMPUTING
A heterogeneous information network is a network where multiple types of objects link each other with multiple types of links. Objects can link various types of objects by different paths in a heterogeneous information network. Each path may lead to different quality of clustering. We must determine the target type of objects, before we cluster the objects. Then, we must determine the type of connection. Our parallel label propagation method will cluster objects once paths are selected.
A. LABEL PROPAGATION
A label, such as an integer, is associated with each vertex in the basic label propagation algorithm.
(1) A unique label is initially assigned to each vertex v. (2) Vertex v iteratively replaces its label by the neighbors' label which has the maximum quantity. (3) Finally, the vertices with same label tend to a community.
Step 2 is called propagation phase, which may not terminates where all vertices will not change their labels. Asynchronous updating can be used to ensure the propagation phase converge to a stable state. Vertex v's new label is updated in successive iterations according to the labels of its neighbors in the previous iteration. When each vertex has a label that VOLUME 7, 2019 is used by a maximum number of neighbors, the algorithm terminates.
We analyzed the basic label propagation algorithm. Its time complexity is linear to the network size.
Step 1 takes time O(n), step 2 takes time O(n) for each iteration and step 3 takes time O(n) for processing disconnected communities. The number of iterations required depends on the network size. We compared asynchronous updating with synchronous updating. The results show that synchronous updating is much more stable, but it requires more iterations.
There are also some methods than are able to constrain the propagation of labels for limiting the size of communities, and able to detect hierarchical communities. Nevertheless, the basic label propagation algorithm is not able to detect overlapping communities.
B. PARALLEL OVERLAPPING COMMUNITIES CLUSTERING 1) LABEL PROPAGATION FOR OVERLAPPING COMMUNITIES
Each vertex belongs to a single community identified by a label in the basic label propagation algorithm. However, each vertex may belong to more than one community when communities overlap. Therefore, more than one community identifiers are needed for overlapping communities.
As a naive method, we allow a vertex to obtain all labels that it can obtain from neighbors, and label each vertex by a unique community identifier in the beginning. In the successive iterations, the vertex will obtain all of neighbors' community identifiers into its label set. Each vertex end up gathered all community identifiers, thus this method does not work well.
In another way, each vertex v can be labeled by a range of community identifiers c. We let b(c) of vertex v indicate the degree of membership of community c, and set sum b(c) of v is 1. In each label propagation step, the value of b(c) will change since the vertex constantly obtain neighbors' labels. Therefore, we let b t (c) indicate the membership in a certain iteration t, which is based on iteration t − 1. In Equ.1, N (v) denotes all neighbors of v.
We just keep more than one community identifier in each vertex, and then delete the labels whose b t (c) is less than a threshold during each propagation step. The threshold is 1/cmax. The parameter cmax shows the maximum number of communities that a vertex belong, and cmax can be input by users.
There is a situation that vertex v s all degree of membership are less than the threshold. Then, the greatest degree of membership will be kept, and all others will be deleted. When it has multiple maximum b t (c) that below the threshold, we randomly select one of them. After deleting these labels, renormalize the degree of membership is needed so that they are summed to 1.
2) PROPAGATION THRESHOLD
The design of propagation threshold is critical. Several alternative thresholds are considered when we design it in the propagation phase.
A low-degree vertex may belong to less communities than a high-degree vertex. Thus, the maximum number of communities of a vertex rely on its degree. To avoid this problem, an alternative threshold is given: max (1/cmax, c/d(v) ). We keep community labels sent by at least c neighbors of vertex v, instead of a fraction of neighbors. If d(v) is the degree of v, the threshold becomes c/d(v) instead of 1/cmax. The result is that vertex v can belong to d(v)/c communities at most. However, this threshold is not good enough partly because low-degree vertices are common and it requires two parameters.
To specifically deal with the problem that all degree of membership of a vertex are less than the threshold. Instead of keeping one of them, we can leave the vertex unlabeled, and expect that it will be labeled in the future iterations.
To prevent forming excessively large communities, we count the number of times that a dominant label appears on a vertex. If a label often appears on vertex v, we set the label to v only and delete all other labels on vertex v.
3) ALGORITHM
Parallel program pattern is used to implement our above algorithm (it is necessary to read paper [22] ).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Multiple label propagate algorithm can be implemented in several ways. However, using data-parallel tools (Hadoop) to graph computation tasks is inefficient. Thus, new graph-parallel tools (Pregel, etc.) designed to efficiently execute graph algorithms are developed. Unfortunately, some graph-parallel tools do not efficiently address the graph construction and transformation. Spark GraphX combines the advantages of both graph-parallel and data-parallel systems, thus we use GraphX as our implementation tool. Comparing GMLPA with several methods in this section, we show the efficiency of our algorithm.
A. LABEL PROPAGATION
We use DBLP network [23] , ProgrammableWeb network, and a real-world service network [24] for performance study. Several clustering tasks are provided for each network followed by evaluation:
Three clustering tasks are designed for DBLP Network: (3) Fig.9 : APIs in the subcategories (audio, streaming, lyrics) under the upper category ''music'' are clustered based on the same paths. A real world network is constructed as the test set. Two clustering tasks are designed for this network.
(1) Fig.10 : Three relation matrices for 200 objects are generated. All relation matrices have different clustering structure, and they are added some noise to test whether assigning low weights to low quality relation matrices by GMLPA can improve the clustering results. (2) Fig.11 : Three relation matrices for 200 objects are generated with different paths. For improving the clustering accuracy, we test whether GMLPA can assign low weights to relation matrices that are irrelevant to the domain knowledge. 
B. ACCURACY EVALUATION
Comparing our algorithm with several methods, we study the effectiveness of GMLPA for different tasks. Three methods are used, which did not consider the path selection problem. All paths are inputs of these algorithms. The first algorithm is a domain-knowledge and adaptive k-means algorithm. It is an information theoretic-based k-means clustering (KLC) by replacing Euclidean distance to KL-divergence, which is proposed in [24] . We compose all relation matrices into one single relation matrix for the input, and objects are high dimensional feature vectors.
The second algorithm is the basic label propagation algorithm (BLPA), which uses link relation to send labels to the rest of network. We compose all relation matrices into one single relation matrix for the input. We restrain our paths that have same start and end type, because BLPA is used for homogeneous networks. BLPA is a soft clustering method, i.e. it can discover overlapping communities.
The third algorithm is the ensemble method (like majority voting), which first uses different types of objects for clustering and then takes the label that is the majority on different paths. Either KLC or BLPA can be used as the ensemble method for clustering algorithms, thus we have the ensemble methods: KLC-v and BLPA-v.
We use two evaluation metrics to test the clustering results, and transform the soft clustering labels into hard cluster labels.
The first metric is accuracy. It is the percentage of target objects classified to the correct cluster.
The second metric is normalized mutual information (NMI), which quantifies the difference between two random variables. The normalized mutual information of two discrete variables X and Y , which are vectors containing cluster labels for all the target objects is computed as:
where I(X;Y) is the mutual information of two variables X and Y. The marginal entropies are H(X) and H(Y).
The marginal probability distribution functions of X and Y are p(x) and p(y) respectively. The joint probability distribution function of X and Y is p(x,y). A higher value of both metrics shows a better clustering result, and the two metrics are in the range of 0 to 1.
Accuracy under different lengths of paths are tested, and the lengths of paths are denoted by Accuracy_L and NMI_L in above figures. The results are obtained through 20 runs.
We summarize the accuracy for all the aforementioned tasks in Fig.4 -Fig.11 . The results show that GMLPA outperforms the rest of methods in most tasks. Other methods obtain relatively good clustering results for certain task, while GMLPA still gives good clustering results. We can conclude from these results that GMLPA is able to consistently obtain satisfied results from various tasks in the different networks.
V. APPLICATION OF OUR ALGORITHM
Our service mashup platform [25] is a standalone platform that connects API service providers and service users (including secondary developers and service users) [26] , [27] . The platform is dedicated to providing users with the most comprehensive and convenient services, as well as helping service providers register services and increase their API invocation times. The platform has brought together more than 80 services required for application development [28] - [31] .
VI. CONCLUSION
Clustering in heterogeneous information networks, especially in service mashup network, is an important task. Objects in heterogeneous networks connect each other through various relations. The relations are delegated by meaningful paths in our model. We construct paths with the domain-knowledge in service mashup networks. A parallel algorithm GMLPA is proposed, which is able to cluster varying types of communities in heterogeneous information networks. Graph-based computation enable to organize data naturally and to process data efficiently in parallel, which is the advantage of our algorithm. The experiments demonstrate that our algorithm produce stable and accurate results compared with other clustering methods. In addition, negative paths and weights automatic assigning by machine learning are future topics. There are two future directions for this work. On one hand, we will propose service recommendation mechanisms based on the novel algorithm, which is an indeed efficient and effective recommendation approach leveraging deep learning for trust-aware social recommendations in service community; on the other hand, we will try to propose methods and mechanisms to provide services in complex environment. For this direction, Deng et al. proposed an optimized service cache policy for IoT applications by taking advantage of the composability of services to improve the performance of service provision systems; and also proposed optimal and efficient service selection and composition algorithms in mobile environment, which are proved to be real useful and practical in real-world applications. These work really gave us good reference for our future direction of the cloud service community. 
